Abstract-The modern trend of extensive levels of hardware parallelism and heterogeneity pushes software to evolve through a paradigm shift towards concurrent data processing architectures. One such striking example in the domain of highenergy physics is represented by Gaudi -an experiment independent software framework, used in two of four major experiments of the Large Hadron Collider project, and in several others. The framework is responsible for event processing by means of hundreds of algorithms which have logical and data dependencies between each other. Historically, the framework was designed being inherently sequential, meaning that at any time of data processing there is only one event being processed and only one algorithm being executed on it. This allowed to respect the dependencies of algorithms by just organizing them in a well-defined execution path to be run on CPU. The evolution of the Gaudi framework into its concurrent incarnation, though, implies the necessity to split the execution path dynamically into subsets of algorithms to fill up efficiently the available computing resources. In this work we present a graph-based decision making system as a solution to the problem. The approach allows to form and control dynamically the order of concurrent algorithms' execution, restricted by the topology of their dependencies of any complexity level. Furthermore, we show the system's capability of configuration-and run-time planning for optimal resource usage, and discuss a few concrete scheduling strategies, that this approach exposes.
I. INTRODUCTION
AUDI [1] -is an object-oriented software architecture that was developed as a framework for high-energy physics (HEP) data processing applications, aimed for a wide set of tasks, e.g. data triggering, reconstruction and analyses, as well as detector simulation and event display. Gaudi is designed on the principle of composability, providing a way to construct applications of any complexity on top of it by Manuscript received December 7, 2015. I. Shapoval is with the European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva, CERN CH-1211, Switzerland, with the Kharkiv Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkiv, UA-61108, Ukraine, and with the University of Ferrara, Ferrara, IT-44121, Italy (e-mail: Illya.Shapoval@cern.ch).
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B combining general-purpose and specialized components with well-defined interfaces. The flexibility, achieved due to the use of extensive abstract interfacing, foreordained largely the success of the framework, which is currently used in several forefront experiments: LHCb [2] and ATLAS (two of four major experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)), GLAST, HARP, DayaBay and MINERvA.
At the time Gaudi was designed, the processor industry was not yet considering the development of multi-core chips and the developers were still focusing on single-threaded sequential applications. Gaudi was no exception, which means that, at the core, it is based on:
• sequential HEP events processing,
• sequential execution of algorithms within an event.
However, the situation has changed: we have multi-core processors and we can use the chips of the graphic cards for generic computation (GPGPU). But to profit from the current and the future hardware we will need a different paradigm implemented within the framework, that is able to identify available concurrency depth of an application, and to distribute the work across available hardware resources, possibly in an optimal way.
In the previous papers [3] , [4] , the Gaudi Hive prototype -a multithreaded task-based incarnation of Gaudi -was presented. It addressed the basic challenges posed by the adopted paradigm of concurrent HEP data processing.
In this work, we will present the evolution of the prototype, in particular, its new advanced concurrency control system, and few predictive scheduling strategies based on it.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The Gaudi framework is responsible for event data processing by means of ensembles of algorithms, which either transform the event data, produce filter decisions upon its processing, or do both. The algorithms cannot be executed in arbitrary order since they always exhibit dynamic precedence constraints, arising from user-specified precedence rules of two categories:
• Control flow (CF) rules (execute an algorithm, or a set of them, only if filter decisions, produced by preceding algorithms, prescribe this); • Data flow (DF) rules (execute an algorithm only when all its mandatory data inputs, produced by other algorithms, are available). Building a schedule for such algorithms (i.e., a concrete algorithms precedence pattern) constitutes a serialization problem, and requires resolution of precedence rules for each G 978-1-4673-9862-6/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE algorithm in a given ensemble. There is no single schedule pattern, though, which is valid across all types of events, since filter decisions depend on event type. Moreover, the event type, in general, is not known prior to its processing. Thus, we can build algorithm schedules only at run time.
The case of sequential data processing significantly simplifies the run time building of algorithm schedules. This is a consequence, on one hand, of linear resolution of CF rules at run time, and, on the other, of linear resolution of DF rules, entirely completed at configuration time.
For the case of concurrent data processing, such simplifications do not hold any more due to loss of linearity in precedence rules resolution. This is immediate by the fact that subsets of concurrently executing algorithms complete, in general, in non-predictable order, or, possibly, even worse -at the same time. This leads, on one hand, to increased complexity of CF rules resolution, and, on the other, to displacement of DF rules resolution from configuration to run time. Sequential Gaudi does not have any means to perform decision making of such type, because within the sequential paradigm it is unnecessary. Not even has it a knowledge base, such decision making can be made over. Thus, we needed a new, efficient and scalable, concurrency control mechanism to address the drastically increased complexity of the serialization problem.
III. GRAPH-BASED CONCURRENCY CONTROL
We developed a graph-based concurrency control system for Gaudi to address the problem, described in the previous section. The system is based on two main pillars: first, a unified knowledge space for both CF and DF precedence rules, and second, a representation of the knowledge space in the form of a graph -a well-known and powerful mathematical construct. Fig. 1 shows such a knowledge space of precedence rules for a typical LHCb event reconstruction workflow.
Such approach has several important advantages, among which:
A. self-contained decision making; B. perfect information clusterization; C. global topological analysis of precedence constraints.
Advantage B ensures good algorithmic complexity of the system. In particular, we achieve constant average complexity by the number of entities that participate in the decision making problem. Table I presents a comparison of the graphbased approach to a classical catalog-based one, used in the previous generation of concurrent Gaudi [3] . , -total number, correspondingly, of algorithms and decision hubs in an ensemble.
Likewise, advantages A and B help achieving lower latency responses from the decision making system. Fig. 2 shows a clear supremacy of the graph-based decision making over catalog-based one. The new approach also unleashed efficient implementation of several useful functionalities for workflow correctness verification and concurrency constraints analysis, not available before to the framework. We list some of them below:
• search for inconsistencies within the data flow realm;
• simulation of application execution;
• determination of asymptotical speedup limits of a given data processing workflow. All mechanisms are based on configuration-time precedence graph analysis.
IV. PREDICTIVE SCHEDULING STRATEGIES
In concurrent Gaudi of previous generation [3] , only reactive type of scheduling was possible. The graph-based concurrency control system enables efficient implementation of predictive scheduling, not available to the framework before. This type of scheduling provides a range of proactive techniques, useful for maximization of throughput with arbitrary data processing workflows. This is achieved by means of run time re-ordering of algorithms within the allowed degrees of freedom of given precedence rules. The reordering is based on algorithm ranking, estimated at either Fig. 1 . Graph of logical and data dependencies between algorithms in a typical data reconstruction of the LHCb experiment. Black nodes represent algorithms (280 nodes), blue -data inputs and outputs (~100 nodes), while red ones -logic hubs (~110 nodes). configuration or run time, from the viewpoint of maximization of the average intra-event occupancy.
Plenty of ranking strategies are investigated elsewhere. In the context of Gaudi, there are at least two evident strategies, which are able to influence the intra-event occupancy dynamics. First utilizes the consumption popularity of algorithm's data products, which can be estimated at configuration time by analysis of data realm of algorithm precedence graph. Second ranking strategy combines topological constraints of algorithm precedence graph with the algorithms' execution times, discovered at run time, to search and follow critical and sub-critical execution paths.
In the context of concurrent Gaudi, a clear benefit of predictive intra-event scheduling is an ability to minimize the use of inter-event concurrency. This has proven to reduce pressure from concurrency management overhead, and leads to higher data processing throughput in saturated regimes of data processing.
V. CONCLUSION
A graph-based concurrency control system for concurrent Gaudi has been presented. Decision making, achieved with the chosen approach, is characterized by low response time, as well as by excellent scalability by the number of entities, which participate in the problem of concurrency control. Furthermore, the approach enabled the use of predictive scheduling techniques for efficient and generic maximization of average intra-event occupancy rates. This, in turn, helps to achieve better balance between the inter-and intra-event dimensions of parallelism, leading to higher throughputs in saturated regimes of data processing.
